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Abstract— In sanitizable signature the third party can 

modify certain part of signature this was allowed by signer. 

One cannot sanitized signature pairs of same document is 

called unikability suggested by Brzuska et al. (PKC 2010).  

Brzuska et al. (PKC 2009) was formalized primitive and 

proposed five security.certain structures given by authors  

based on group signature. Based on group signatures the 

special structure required which only allows inefficient 

instantions. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

From the appearance of public key cryptography, signature 

was most popularly studied tool. integrity of the message is 

main property  from main properties of signature scheme.in 

medical applications its necessary to modify some part of 

the signed data for medical security some casesis known as 

secure routing and protection[1,5].Keeping valid signature 

of line signer sami-trusted entity can modify some specific 

portion of signed message/document this scheme will only 

allowed by sanitizable-signature. In this paper we give high 

level of security by developing a new secure sanitizable 

signature scheme which is most efficient construction. By 

adding new features we enhance Bruzka et al.model for 

sanitizable signature.we give limitation to possible 

modification on single blockgive same modification on all 

affected blocks,we provide way to limit number of 

modification in block and version of signed message’s 

version.The ability of the sanitizer is only to modify the 

message’s sanitizable parts, so it is says that the signature 

are computationally independent of the  messages which is 

generated by the signer and the identical distribution’s 

property says that the signer and the sanitizer produce the 

signature which have identical distributions. in several 

desirable, this approach is arguable where the message 

which are produced by the sanitizer parts that have been 

considered as the modifiable by signer so to disseminate 

against its message one should not be able to do it. 

In this paper, we focus on the scheme of sanitizable 

signature in which sanitizre [1,2]can modify signature from 

document in limited and controlled fashion, without signer 

interaction. Resulting message signature should verifiable as 

original signer’s signature. the ability of the sanitizer is only 

to modify. 

II. APPLICATION 

The way of published the application of sanitizable some 

general and common requirements for providing public 

sector data also includes in PSI directive, but security 

requirements have not been efined. Authenticity is defined 

by the stranacher et al(2013). When publishing public sector 

data. that published data which have not been altered and are 

provided by a trust worth authority  in both requirements 

which ensures data consumer. A concept for trusted and 

reliable public sector data, also got proposal by authors. 

In the first use case public sector data are published 

as it is. The conventional electronic signatures are applied to 

these data, to ensure data integrity and authenticity. To be 

anonymized before publishing, the public sector data 

contain personal and private data that to be needed in the 

second use case. In this case redactable signatures are used. 

Fig.1 illustrates this use case and shows how trusted and 

reliable anonymization of public sector data without 

applying a new signature to the modified data is received. 

Avoiding the re-generation of electronic signature for e.g. 

the person who is not available anymore for re-signing for 

some reason, which is originally signed data by him 

 
Fig. 1: Authenticity and integrity for redacted public sector 

data 

In the following section, for this use case, we 

define concrete requirements redactable signatures. On 

different redactable signature schemes we give some more 

details additionally and their applicability for public sector 

data. 

A. Sanitizable Signatures by Ateniese et al. (2005) 

The basic principle of redactable signatures bases upon 

commitments, which in turn build upon hash functions. For 

redactable message blocks and during the signature  

verification process to, use them, this principle basis upon 

retaining the original hash value. This process is described 

in stanachar et al.(2001). The first scheme for sanitizable 

signature, where a designated parts of a signed message 

which is proposed by the Atenise et al.(2006). Instead of 

conventional hash-functions for conventional signatures, 

here the basic principle are based on chameleon hash-

function are parameterized data, which is going to be 

redactable. The redactable can replace message blocks with 

arbitrary message which are based on this mechanism. And 

the verification of the original signature will not fail. To 

detect the which messages has been redactor or which 

message blocks have been modified is not possible. 

Therefore the authors proposes to add nonredactable meta 

information after each redactable message block indicating 

the restriction for the message to be replaced, so, of course 

this is considered as an inefficient solution. 
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B. Electronic signatures status quo 

To assure authenticity and integrity, authentication methods 

are used. There are two main methods for authentication – 

electronic signatures and challenge – response 

authentication exist. Where as latter methods are mainly 

used in protocols electronic signatures are commonly used 

in various e-business application. The electronic signature as 

a core technology enabling trusted services are especially 

used by the e-government. 

To provide a proof of genuineness for electronic 

data, electronic signature are used. The authenticity, data 

integrity, and non-repudiation of origin of origin are 

basically assured by them. The receiver of a signed 

document is able to uniquely identify the creator of the 

signature and also to verify that the signed data has not been 

modified(integrity). The creator of an electronic signature 

cannot deny to have signed the data (non-repudiation) at the  

same time. For the security critical applications, especially 

the validations of data integrity becomes important. The 

different type of electronic signatures with different 

properties and characteristics have been developed during 

the past decades. 

C. Editable Signatures  

Editable signatures provide means to allow (certain) 

modifications with electronic signatures. In redactable 

signature and blank digital signatures, editable signatures 

can be categorized.  

III. REDACTABLE SIGNATURE 

Johnson et al(2002) and steinfeld et al(2001) have been 

invented the redactable signatures. Modifications of the 

signed data are detectable due to an altered hash value in 

case of conventional signatures. Thus redactable signatures 

basic principles bases on retaining the hash value of the 

original and unmodified data. to allow blackening out 

certain message blocks of a signed message is a main 

property of these redactable signature schemes, Ateniese et 

al(2005) introduced the concept of sanitizable signatures, 

which represent a subset of redactable signature, but the 

basic technical concept with the public key of the redactor. 

The redactor is able to compute collisions because of the 

parameterization. It means that the redactor have the ability 

to generate blocks. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Without involving signer sanitizable signature allows to 

modify designed portion of document and then make it very 

secure. Received signature has been sanitized by the censor 

verifier cannot determine this. we practically this things and 

performance results is obtained by implementing this. 

In this paper we introduce the new form of digital signature, 

called sanitizable signature. we also have proven security to 

our construction and givesome elliptic curves and graphs as 

result.  
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